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The search for new circularly polarized luminescence (CPL)-
emitters based on small chiral organic compounds is of utmost 
relevance due to their promising optoelectronic applications.1 

CPL originates from the preferential emission of one handed 
circularly polarized radiation from an excited system2,3 and it is 
usually characterized by the luminescence dissymmetry ratio 
glum = 2(IL �  IR)/(IL + IR), with IL and IR being the intensities of left 
and right circularly polarized emitted light. This preferential emis-
sion confers to the emitted light a new degree of freedom, which is a 
valuable parameter for further study and applications. Thus, for 
example, the modulation of the CPL emission of a chiral fluoro-
phore using an external stimulus is interesting for smart sensing 
methodologies, to encode information in light or in patterning 
processes using security inks.4–6 The possibility of switching ON the 
polarization without modifying the emission profile and/or 
the intensity of fluorescence is in fact especially challenging.

Within this context, we have recently described an easily
accessible family of covalently locked and helically arranged
ortho-phenylene ethynylenes (o-OPEs) as good CPL-emitters in
terms of glum values (up to 1.1 � 10�2).7 Interestingly, similar
helical arrangements were also obtained by a non-permanent
process locking the folded conformation of sulfoxide-containing
o-OPEs by carbophilic interactions with Ag(I) cations, opening
the door to use these foldamers as chiroptical switches.8 Never-
theless, the presence of Ag(I) cations directly bound to the
fluorophore severely reduced the fluorescence quantum yield
(QY) of the organic emitter.

To solve this drawback, in the present communication we
have studied a new kind of OFF/ON CPL-switch9 based on a new
type of metal-promoted folding of o-OPEs able to give rise to
novel foldamers having both high glum values (up to 0.7 � 10�2)
and significant QYs (38–84%) in both ON and OFF CPL-states.
The emission profile is very similar for the coordinated and
uncoordinated systems, resulting in one of the scarce examples
of genuine creation of circular polarization in an existing emis-
sion process.10 The switching mechanism relies on oxophilic
metal cations which are able to promote the folding process by
interacting with the oxygen atoms of both terminal sulfoxide
groups (Fig. 1). We chose Ca(II), Sc(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Zn(II) or
Ga(III) cations as representative examples (for all the studied
metals see the ESI†).

Enantiopure sulfoxides containing o-OPEs (S,S)-18 and (S,S)-2
(Fig. 1) were prepared using Sonogashira coupling reactions (see
the ESI†). Their (chiro)-optical properties were then studied in
the presence of different oxophilic metals with different oxida-
tion states and magnetic behaviours.11 Firstly, the coordina-
tion capabilities of (S,S)-1 and (S,S)-2 were studied by circular
dichroism (CD), as presented in Fig. 2. This technique is inter-
esting since the observed spectra presented evident changes upon
metal complexation; besides that, CPL is related to the CD-active
band at the longest wavelength and valuable information can be
obtained from it. For such free ligands, CPL-active conformations,
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the helically folded ones, are disfavoured in solution. In parti-
cular, the CD signal of free (S,S)-2 at the longest wavelength 
(De = �16 at 340 nm, gabs = �1.6 � 10�4) was much lower than 
that previously recorded for (S,S)-1 (De = �26 at 360 nm, gabs = 
�6.8 � 10�4) (black lines, Fig. 2), meaning that the OFF state is 
almost null and therefore a good OFF/ON switch could be 
expected. It is likely that the longer lateral arms in (S,S)-2 
significantly decrease the statistical population of folded con-
formations. Complexes of (S,S)-1 with oxophylic tri- and diva-
lent cations yielded very similar CD spectra, almost identical De 
values and very similar gabs values at 390 nm (De = �(80–125), 
gabs: Ca: �4 � 10�3, Sc: �5.4 � 10�3, Mn: �6.1 � 10�3, Co: 
�5.5 � 10�3, Zn: �7.5 � 10�3, Ga: �5.4 � 10�3), suggesting a 
similar arrangement of ligand (S,S)-1 in all the complexes. 
Negative De values also indicated an induced M-helicity in the 
ligand after coordination, which differs from the P-helicity 
observed for carbophilic Ag(I) cation.8 From the corresponding 
CD titrations we could extract the binding constants (KCa = 
9.5 � 108 � 10% M�2, KSc = 6.4 � 1010 � 18% M�2, KMn = 1.5 � 
1010 � 17% M�2, KCo = 4.8 � 1010 � 8% M�2, KZn = 1.2 � 1010 � 
11% M�2, and KGa = 1.0 � 1010 � 8% M�2) and a stoichiometry 
formula consistent with ((S,S)-1)2:[M]. The same analysis was
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carried out for (S,S)-2, showing a similar behavior in CD
spectra. Remarkably, in this case, after coordination, the gabs

values increased more than one order of magnitude from that
of the free ligand (De = �(40–260), gabs values: Ca: �3.6 � 10�3,
Sc: �8.3 � 10�3, Mn: �5.7 � 10�3, Co: �3.9 � 10�3, Zn: �6.8 �
10�3, Ga: �7.3 � 10�3). The corresponding binding constants
were also obtained (KCa = 6.3 � 106 � 55% M�2, KSc = 2.1 � 109 �
21% M�2, KMn = 3.7 � 109 � 17% M�2, KCo = 6 � 108 � 8% M�2,
KZn = 1.8 � 1010 � 84% M�2, and KGa = 1.6 � 1010 � 21% M�2),
showing again a preference for the ((S,S)-2)2:[M] stoichiometry.

A single crystal X-ray structure was obtained for the
((S,S)-2)2:Zn(II) complex, confirming our initial structural assign-
ment (Fig. 3a, see also the ESI† for the ((S,S)-1)2:Ca(II) complex).
The expected folded structure can be clearly observed, stabilized
by a coordination mode using the oxygen atoms of the sulfoxide
groups in an octahedral arrangement around the metal center
completed by two solvent molecules. Accordingly, with the sign
of the Cotton effect at the longest wavelength, the observed
helicity of the OPE unit was M. Based on such X-ray structure, we
theoretically modeled all other complexes in solution assuming
the same octahedral coordination mode (Fig. 3b).12

The structures of the final diamagnetic complexes in
solution were also studied by 1H NMR spectroscopy, showing
shielding of the signals corresponding to protons around the
sulfoxide moiety, and thus suggesting a folded structure for the
ligand. 13C NMR showed that the chemical shifts of alkynes
remained almost unchanged after coordination, in contrast to
that previously observed by Ag(I) cations.8

Additional information could be obtained from vibrational
CD (VCD) and Raman spectroscopy. VCD is quite sensitive to
conformations (see Fig. 4 and the corresponding IR absorption
spectra in Fig. S19, ESI†). The low VCD activity of (S,S)-1 and
(S,S)-2 in CH2Cl2 solution is the result of their high flexibility.8

Intensification of the signals in the presence of metal salts was
indicative of a stabilizing effect of the metals on the phenyl-
sulfoxide-OPE folded conformation. Considering Zn(II) com-
plexes, different model geometries have been optimized starting
from the X-ray structure (see Fig. S21 and S23 for calculated VCD
and IR spectra with due comments, ESI†). The normal mode
pattern in this spectroscopic region (phenyl CRC-stretchings,

Fig. 1 Working hypothesis and structures of compounds (S,S)-1 and (S,S)-2.

Fig. 2 CD spectra of (S,S)-1 (a) and (S,S)-2 (b) in the absence and pre-
sence of 30 equivalents of Ca(II), Sc(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Zn(II) or Ga(III) salts in a
9 : 1 mixture of CH2Cl2 : acetone as solvent.

Fig. 3 (a) X-ray structure of the ((S,S)-2)2:Zn(II) complex and (b) represen-
tative calculated structure for octahedral complexes of ((S,S)-1)2:M(II). H atoms
and counterions have been omitted for clarity.



in plane bendings and methyl bendings) is highly conserved in 
the different models (see the ESI† for a better description). 
Some participation of the triflate counterion in generating VCD 
signals could not be excluded especially for (S,S)-2, as suggested 
also by the proposed calculated structures. The acceptable agree-
ment between experimental and calculated VCD supported the 
conservation of the folded structures in solution, promoting 
a mutually oriented and strongly hindered phenylsulfoxide 
arrangement (Fig. 3), particularly in the case of (S,S)-1 (Fig. S24, 
ESI†). Although the Raman technique does not distinguish in 
this case between folded and unfolded structures, interesting 
insight could be obtained, both in solution and in the solid 
state: oxophilic metals did not perturb the CRC bond in (S,S)-1 
(see Fig. S25 and S26, ESI†).13 In the absence of coordination, 
CRC stretching modes were expected to lie nearby 2225 cm�1.14 

DFT calculations (the same level as for VCD) were in good corre-
spondence with Raman observations (see Fig. S27 and S28, ESI†). 
Similar data were also obtained for (S,S)-2 upon coordination.15

Ligands (S,S)-1 and (S,S)-2 and metal complexes thereof were 
all fluorescent, although in both cases the QYs were higher in 
the absence of metals. For (S,S)-1, the QY varied between 8 and 
39%, whereas in the case of (S,S)-2 all the complexes retained 
high QY values, going from 86% without metal to a remarkable 
minimum of 34%. Regarding the polarized emission, (S,S)-2 
was almost CPL silent, in agreement with the very low gabs value 
at the longest wavelength. On the other hand, (S,S)-1 had pre-
viously shown a CPL response with a glum value of �0.001. 
Knowing the CPL response of the free ligands, we then mea-
sured their response in the presence of an excess of the 
corresponding Ca(II), Sc(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Zn(II), or Ga(III) 
cations (see the ESI† for the remaining metals). Despite their 
similarities in the CD spectra, the CPL responses were quite 
different instead. The diamagnetic metals showed an increase 
in the CPL signal with high glum values for (S,S)-1 (Ca: �4.5 � 
10�3, Sc: �6.5 � 10�3, Zn: �3.7 � 10�3, and Ga: �3.3 � 10�3) 
and (S,S)-2 (Ca: �0.9 � 10�3, Sc: �7.1 � 10�3, Zn: �2.9 � 10�3 

and Ga: �3.4 � 10�3) in agreement with the corresponding gabs 

values, thus evidencing closely related geometries of the ground 
and excited states.16 Conversely, the CPL signals of complexes 
with paramagnetic metals, Mn(II) and Co(II), were much more 
weaker than and similar to those of the uncoordinated ligands
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(S,S)-1 (glum Mn: �1.0 � 10�3, Co: �1.1 � 10�3) and (S,S)-2
(Mn: �1.0 � 10�4, Co: �1.1 � 10�4).

To shed light on the origin of CPL emission, we obtained
Time Resolved Emission Spectra (TRES) of (S,S)-1 and (S,S)-2 in
the presence and absence of metals. Moreover, the areas of the
species-associated emission spectra (SAEMS) gave us an idea of
the proportion of the corresponding species. For all species,
TRES analysis afforded three lifetimes around 4–7 (t1), 2–3 (t2)
and 1 (t3) ns (see Fig. 5 and the ESI†).

These results indicated the presence of at least three emis-
sive species in the excited state. Remarkably, in both free
ligands (S,S)-1 (Fig. 5a, top right) and (S,S)-2 (Fig. 5b, top right)
the circularly polarized emission (DI, black lines) is associated
only with the species emitting at the longest wavelength ((t1),
purple lines), as can be seen by comparison of the CPL signal
with each of the emission spectra associated with each of the
decay times (SAEMS: t1 purple; t2 green; t3 orange). This fact
suggested that one of the free (S,S)-1 emissive species was

Fig. 4 VCD spectra in the mid-IR of the free ligands (black line) and those
treated with about 5 equivalents of Ca(II) (pink line), Sc(III) (blue line), and
Zn(II) (green line) salts for (a) (S,S)-1 and (b) (S,S)-2. For the corresponding
IR see the ESI.†

Fig. 5 Fluorescence and CPL spectra of (S,S)-1 (a, top left) and (S,S)-2
(b, top left) in the absence (black line) and presence of Ca(II) (pink line),
Zn(II) (green line), Sc(III) (blue line), and Ga(III) (purple line) salts. The total
fluorescence (pink line), SAEMS (t1 purple; t2 green; t3 orange lines) and
CPL spectra (black line) of (S,S)-1 (a) and (S,S)-2 (b) in the absence (top
right) and presence of Zn(II) (bottom left) and Sc(III) (bottom right) salts. See
the ESI† for details.
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Communication

stable in the range of 5 ns (t1) and presented CPL-activity, being 
probably correlated with a folded structure in solution. The 
apparent glum value is modest due to the presence of species 
with non-polarized emissions (t2 and t3). In the case of (S,S)-2 
the contribution of the CPL-active excited state species is 
practically irrelevant. Taking into account the practically null 
CPL-response of free (S,S)-2, a build-up of CPL from zero could 
be observed in (S,S)-2 upon metal coordination, especially in 
the case of Sc(III). For the complexes (S,S)-1:Zn (Fig. 5a, bottom 
left) and (S,S)-2:Sc (Fig. 5b, bottom right) we may again attri-
bute the CPL emission (DI, black lines) to the species with 
the longest lifetime ((t1), purple line). The presence of non-
polarized emissions from shorter lifetimes in the SAEMS spec-
tra suggested that oligomeric material could also be present in 
solution. This seems to be the case for the (S,S)-2:Zn complex 
(Fig. 5b, bottom left). Additionally, in the case of the (S,S)-1:Sc 
complex (Fig. 5a, bottom right), the CPL emission could not be 
exclusively attributed to one species but to the combination of 
two close emissive species with the longest lifetimes (t1 purple 
and t2 green). All these studies suggested that the operating 
mechanism of the increased CPL activity of the diamagnetic 
complexes was the strengthening of the intrinsic contributions 
of the longest lifetime (t1) to the global emission by coordina-
tion with the ligand. For paramagnetic metals, the difference 
from the free ligand appears to be related to the presence of 
unpaired electrons, which affect particularly the CPL-active 
emission, as could be observed in the corresponding TRES 
and SAEMS analysis. The stability of the complexes was finally 
checked in different solvents. Remarkably, the complexes are 
formed and stable even in MeCN. Nevertheless, MeOH is able 
to reverse the equilibrium to the free ligand leading to an 
OFF/ON CPL switch.

In conclusion, we have shown that compounds (S,S)-1 and 
especially (S,S)-2 are able to fold by a novel oxophilic metal-
mediated coordination mechanism, leading to stable com-
plexes that present both high glum values and high QYs. A 
representative example is the (S,S)-2:Sc(III) complex, which has a 
glum value of �7.1 � 10�3 and keeps a good QY value of 0.38. 
Moreover, we have observed that the chiroptical properties of 
these complexes are influenced by the magnetic nature of the 
metal. These findings have been rationalized on the basis of the 
complete photophysical characterization of these systems. It is 
worth noting that these structures can finally act as CPL 
switches with high glum values while retaining the fluorescence 
profile in both ON and OFF states.
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